This map is an artist’s rendering and may not be to scale. Roads can change and close seasonally. Check with local traffic and weather stations before planning your trip.

Teton Wildlife Map does not guarantee that wildlife will be at any particular locations at any particular time. These animals are wild and their ranges change. This map provides suggestions based on past experience. Always obey government regulations and officials to ensure your safety and the safety of wildlife.

How many have you spotted?

Post your photos on Instagram, Twitter or Facebook with the location and "#TetonWildlife" so others may share in the fun!

- Badger
- Black Bear
- Grizzly Bear
- Beaver
- Bison
- Chipmunk
- Coyote
- Sandhill Crane
- Deer
- Eagle
- Elk
- Fox
- Hawk
- Marmot
- Martin
- Moose
- Osprey
- Owl
- Pelican
- Pronghorn
- Big Horn Sheep
- Squirrel
- Swan
- Wolf
- Other
Please remember that these are wild animals and their ranges vary. Never approach wildlife. Follow all local guidelines and park rules. Consult park rangers with any wildlife questions or concerns. Other wild animals rarely seen include martins, badgers, wolves, porcupines & Sandhill cranes. Wildlife can be spotted anywhere so keep your eyes open!